Abstract—Photovoltaic (PV) energy harvesting is commonly used to power autonomous devices, and maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is often used to optimize its efficiency. This paper describes an ultra low-power MPPT circuit with a novel sample-and-hold and cold-start arrangement, enabling MPPT across the range of light intensities found indoors, which has not been reported before. The circuit has been validated in practice and found to cold-start and operate from 100 lux (typical of dim indoor lighting) up to 5000 lux with a 55cm² amorphous silicon PV module. It is more efficient than non-MPPT circuits, which are the state-of-the-art for indoor PV systems. The proposed circuit maximizes the active time of the PV module by carrying out samples only once per minute. The MPPT control arrangement draws a quiescent current draw of only 8µA, and does not require an additional light sensor as has been required by previously-reported low-power MPPT circuits.

Index Terms—maximum power point tracking, photovoltaics, energy harvesting.

I. INTRODUCTION

The harvesting of electrical power from environmental energy such as light [1], vibration [2], wind [3], or thermal [4], can permit low-power devices, which are conventionally powered by batteries, to operate indefinitely. Low-power autonomous devices are used in a range of industrial applications [5]. Battery replacement and/or recharging is generally unattractive in these areas, for example due to the cost and difficulty of gaining access to the embedded devices.

Photovoltaic (PV) technology is the most widespread form of energy harvesting, and the correct choice of PV module size and power conditioning circuit is essential for effective operation. Commonly, such circuits use maximum power point tracking (MPPT) to improve efficiency and respond to changing light levels. However, for many devices at low light levels, the tracking circuitry may consume most (and often all) of the generated power, so the use of MPPT PV circuits indoors has not been feasible [6]. This paper proposes an efficient PV MPPT circuit with an extremely low quiescent current consumption that makes it suitable for use both in indoor and outdoor applications. This development is particularly applicable to devices which may be exposed to varied illumination levels, such as body-worn or mobile sensors.

For PV systems that are intended for use indoors, state-of-the-art power conditioning circuits are straightforward, conventionally being direct-coupled with only a diode between the PV module and the energy storage device [6]. In this configuration, the operating voltage of the PV module is effectively clamped to the voltage of the storage device (such as battery or supercapacitor). Where rechargeable batteries are used to store energy, the PV module is normally selected so that its Maximum Power Point (MPP) voltage, \( V_{mpp} \), is close to the nominal voltage of the battery. In this way, good levels of efficiency can be obtained as the \( V_{mpp} \) stays reasonably constant over a narrow range of light intensities. The efficiency is diminished when the storage device’s voltage is variable; this is particularly apparent with supercapacitors, which are commonly used in energy harvesting sensor nodes [7]. For supercapacitor-based systems, good efficiency may be obtained indoors by using circuits to fix the operating voltage of the PV module [8]. However, due to the greater variation in light level that is experienced when the system is used outdoors, a MPPT arrangement is desirable to ensure that the system operates efficiently across a range of light levels.

A number of MPPT circuits have been proposed for outdoor applications, which control the operating current or voltage of the PV module to maximize the power obtained. These circuits are evaluated in Sec. II, which explores the reasons why they cannot be used indoors. At a conceptual level, such circuits can be classified as true-seeking or quasi-seeking [9]. True-seeking circuits track the MPP with greater accuracy but with a much greater processing overhead. Conversely, quasi-seeking circuits require less (or no) processing, but are regarded as being less accurate. However, due to the overheads of sampling and control, even quasi-seeking circuits have until now had a quiescent current that is too high for them to be used indoors [6]. To illustrate this, consider that a 55cm² Sanyo Amorton indoor amorphous silicon PV module [10] will generate only 55µA at 3.6V at 100 lux (a typical dim indoor light level), but the quiescent current consumption of typical state-of-the-art MPPT circuits is >100µA [Sec. II], meaning that all power generated at this illumination level is consumed solely by the power conditioning circuitry. This limitation forms the foundation for this work.

The contributions of the work reported in this paper are threefold. Firstly, the design and evaluation of a new quasi-seeking sample-and-hold MPPT circuit is presented which, by virtue of its ultra-low quiescent current draw and accurate tracking capability, is able to operate both outdoors, and indoors down to low light levels. The novel sample-and-hold circuit, featuring a very low power astable multivibrator, is presented which draws <8µA and is able to hold the...
measured value for extended periods of >60s. A novel start-up arrangement allows the circuit to cold-start, even with an empty energy storage device, and has been tested down to 100 lux (typical of dim indoor lighting). Secondly, the proposed circuit is more efficient than the direct-coupled approach, which is currently state-of-the-art for indoor PV systems. It achieved up to 34% improvement in efficiency, and does not require an additional pilot cell or photodetector (as in [1,11]). Thirdly, the circuit’s sampling frequency and tracking accuracy trade-offs have been analyzed using models of the PV module and real data logs from indoor and outdoor environments (Sec. III). The proposed circuit carries out samples once per minute for a period of around 40ms, meaning that the active time of the PV module is maximized. The proposed circuit is validated in practice, and evaluated in sections IV and V.

II. EXISTING MPPT CIRCUITS AND MOTIVATIONS

This section briefly describes why reported PV MPPT circuits [9] cannot be used indoors, and the motivations for the proposed circuit. There are many situations where light levels change significantly; this is particularly apparent outdoors, in indoor locations that are exposed to direct sunlight, or when moving between indoor and outdoor environments. Clearly, when light levels change, the operation of the PV module is affected. MPPT is desirable as it allows the operation of the module to change in response to changing light levels, thus maximizing the efficiency of the circuit. To ascertain the typical range of light levels that the proposed circuit should be able to operate under, a light meter was used to take point observations of light levels in various locations, and the results are shown in Table I. The characteristics of the AM-1816 PV module [10] in response to changing light levels were also tested, as shown in Fig. 1. The increase in power in response to increases in increasing light intensity comes with only a moderate increase in voltage, meaning that there is a considerably larger increase in current. To demonstrate the importance of tracking the MPP, the I-V curve and P-V curve for the module under an illumination of 400 lux are shown in Fig. 2 (the peak of the power curve is the MPP). This shows the effect that operating the cell at a non-optimal voltage has on the obtained power.

A number of methods have been reported to realize MPPT with PV modules [9]. The most established true-seeking method is perturb-and-observe [12], which involves the observation of the module performance, perturbation in one direction, and then a further observation to estimate the change in delivered power. In this way, the circuit continuously perturbs the operating point of the module with the aim of increasing the power delivered to the load. These types of MPPT circuit (e.g. that proposed by Alippi et al. [13]) require microprocessor control and continuous measurement of the module’s operating parameters, and inherently consume more power (but do track the true MPP of the PV cell).

There are also a number of reported quasi-seeking circuits. Some of these circuits use look-up tables [14] to calculate the operating point of the PV module. However, the most established low-power MPPT circuits use either the property (shown in Eq. (1)) that the maximum power-point voltage is proportionally related (by a factor $k_1$) to the open-circuit voltage of the module [15], or (shown in Eq. (2)) that the MPP current is proportionally related to the short-circuit current [16]. Our investigations found that, in response to varying light intensity, a small tracking error in the operating voltage results in a correspondingly small loss in efficiency, and that the MPP voltage for the module changes relatively little compared to the MPP current. Hence, the fractional open-circuit voltage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Illum. (Lux)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meeting room</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corridor</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office desk</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics lab.</td>
<td>930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoors (overcast)</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoors (bright)</td>
<td>9700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(FOCV) method [17], which exploits the relationship shown in Eq. [1], is utilized in this work. It has also been chosen because it can be implemented solely in analog circuitry, potentially reducing its power consumption compared against microcontroller-based circuits.

\[
\begin{align*}
  k_1 &= \frac{V_{\text{mpp}}}{V_{\text{oc}}} < 1 \\
  k_2 &= \frac{I_{\text{mpp}}}{I_{\text{sc}}} < 1
\end{align*}
\]

The circuits vary for realizing the FOCV method, but sample-and-hold circuits are most common and rely on the periodic disconnection of the PV module to sample its \( V_{\text{oc}} \). The existing low-power FOCV-based MPPT circuits utilize relatively power-hungry timers and sampling arrangements, meaning that they cannot be used indoors. Furthermore, the reported sample-and-hold based circuits are unable to hold the detected value for more than a few hundred milliseconds [18], meaning that the normal operation of the PV module must be interrupted frequently. For example, Everlast [18] samples its PV module every 100ms and is only capable of harvesting down to \( \approx 5\text{mW} \). Its substantial quiescent power consumption is due to its control circuitry which incorporated a conventional 555 timer and rudimentary unbuffered sampling arrangement which is not capable of holding the sampled voltage for extended periods. A similar circuit for low-power PV MPPT was presented by Ahmad and Kim [19], which used a 555 timer and sampled every 100ms, and again used a simple sample-and-hold arrangement that could not hold the measured value for longer periods. Its cold-start capability, efficiency and quiescent current draw were not assessed. The circuit reported by Enslin et al. [20] samples the PV module twice per minute and was only tested with large outdoor (three 55W) panels, which offer power levels which are several orders of magnitude higher than those experienced indoors.

Alternatively, MPPT circuits may use additional light sensors as a proxy to determine the \( V_{\text{mpp}} \) of the module, thus removing the requirement for its periodic disconnection. Existing state-of-the-art systems for embedded devices (i.e. with small PV modules but still designed for outdoor use) have used a ‘pilot’ solar module [1] (for which the overall system consumes \( \approx 300\mu\text{W} \) when ‘off’) or photodetector [11] (which consumes \( \approx 500\mu\text{A} \)) to control the operating point of the module. While these systems obviate the need to disconnect the main PV module for measurement purposes, thus allowing a simpler circuit design, they may introduce other errors (associated with the sensitivity of the device or the difference in location between the main cell and the additional device).

In summary, MPPT is used outdoors but reported circuits have been too power-hungry to use indoors. This has the result that circuits that are intended for use both indoors and outdoors must cater for the lowest power situation; this therefore limits the efficiency of these circuits as they are not capable of MPPT. A number of sample-and-hold, FOCV-based MPPT circuits have been described, but these too are limited to use outdoors due to their high quiescent power consumption and requirement for frequent sampling (or additional light sensors).

The sample-and-hold based MPPT proposed in this paper overcomes these limitations to deliver a circuit which is able to cold-start and operate efficiently in indoor environments.

### III. Proposed MPPT Circuit

#### A. Circuit Topology

The problem addressed by this work is that the quiescent current draw of existing MPPT circuits is too high for them to operate in indoor environments. MPPT circuits based on sample-and-hold have been identified as offering an effective compromise between tracking accuracy and simplicity of operation [17]. Therefore, the focus of our work is on realizing an effective sample-and-hold based PV MPPT circuit with an appropriate sampling frequency and a suitably low quiescent current draw to allow it to be used indoors.

The circuit performs periodic sampling of the \( V_{\text{oc}} \) of the PV module, and holds this measured value to be used as the control input to the switching converter. The conceptual diagram of the proposed PV MPPT circuit is shown in Fig. [9] highlighting the differences from existing sample-and-hold circuits that make this ultra low-power, and able to start at very low light levels. The cold-start block incorporates a capacitor (typically 2.2mF) and, after this capacitor has charged, provides a power supply to the astable multivibrator and sample-and-hold blocks. The astable multivibrator issues its PULSE commands which instigate a measurement by the sample-and-hold block. The sample-and-hold block checks its measurement, HELD_SAMPLE, and if it is in a valid range it sends its ACTIVE line high. This then allows the switching converter to begin working, using the HELD_SAMPLE line to control the voltage at which the PV module should be operated.

To deliver effective cold-start of the system, the power supply to the control circuitry is direct-coupled to the output from the PV module. This is acceptable as the quiescent current of this part of the circuit is suitably low (meaning that a small amount of power is lost through the diode) and the active part of the circuit works to maintain the desired MPP voltage across the PV module. As an aside, due to this connection method it is necessary to ensure that the operating voltage of the PV module (under the expected range of lighting conditions) falls within the operating voltage of the other components in the circuit. It should be noted, though, that there is no requirement for a diode between the PV cell and the switching converter, meaning that there is no associated efficiency loss (there is one FET in the power path to allow isolation of the PV cell during sampling). Through the utilization of a buck-boost switching converter arrangement, the circuit is flexible about the type of storage device that it can charge (as it is capable of charging it to voltages from below zero to well in excess of those across the terminals of the PV module). Alternative arrangements for the switching converter could include buck or boost arrangements, but these restrict the region of operation of the circuit. For example, with a buck converter, the voltage across the storage capacitor could never exceed the \( V_{\text{oc}} \) of the PV module.
Fig. 3. Conceptual diagram of proposed sample-and-hold MPPT circuit.

The proposed circuit uses the sample-and-hold FOCV method [17], periodically measuring the $V_{oc}$ of the PV module (during the ‘sample’ phase), which is used to estimate the $V_{mpp}$ that the PV module should be operated at (for the longer ‘hold’ phase). While they do not affect the design of the circuit, the sampling parameters (i.e. the sampling frequency and period) determine its overall efficiency. As sampling is a relatively energy-intensive operation, the sampling frequency needs to be minimized to reduce the average power consumption. However, a reduction in the sampling frequency results in a slow response to changes in light levels, decreasing the tracking accuracy and hence efficiency. This is because, if the light level falls during the ‘hold’ phase, this will not be detected and the module will be forced to work less efficiently at a lower voltage than the true MPP; conversely, if the light level rises during the ‘sample’ phase, which is used to estimate the power that could be obtained from operating the cell at a specific voltage, they can be stated in A/V. Hence, $\Psi_S$ and $\Psi_O$ are calculated using:

$$\Psi_S = \frac{I_{mpp} - I_{sc}}{V_{mpp}}$$

$$\Psi_O = \frac{I_{mpp}}{V_{mpp} - V_{oc}}$$

The values are scaled by the following equations to emulate the I/V characteristic for any given $I_{mpp}$ and $V_{mpp}$:

$$\frac{dI}{dV} = \Psi \cdot \frac{I_{mpp}}{V_{mpp}} \quad \text{where} \quad \Psi = \begin{cases} \Psi_S, & V \leq V_{mpp} \\ \Psi_O, & V > V_{mpp} \end{cases}$$

From these equations, it is possible to estimate the current (and hence power) for a given voltage. Subsequently, an estimation of how much power is lost from errors in the estimate of $V_{mpp}$ is obtained. These equations have been used to analyze the dynamics of the PV module under discrete sampling conditions (i.e. with the $V_{oc}$ being updated periodically). The data used are from the 24-hour log performed outdoors, and we have focused first on the results of a 30-minute slice of these results, where the $V_{oc}$ of the module was changing.
Fig. 6. Snapshot of 30 minutes outdoors, with predicted errors in voltage, and resultant estimated power, due to a 60s hold phase.

particularly quickly. The results are shown in Fig. 6. Here, it is shown that a 1-minute hold phase has a noticeable impact on the estimates of operating voltage, but has a very negligible effect on the actual amount of power that can be harvested. This is due to the properties discussed in Section II that small errors in the operating voltage have a minimal impact on the overall efficiency.

The losses associated with periodic sampling (as opposed to the continuous sampling, only made possible by using an additional pilot cell or photodetector) have been analyzed and are shown in Fig. 7. This figure has been produced through analysis of the 24-hour data logs, with the performance of a range of hold times assessed. It takes the energy loss from sampling operations into account. The energy cost of a sampling operation is the sum of the energy consumed by the astable multivibrator and sample-and-hold arrangement, and the energy lost from the PV module during the time it is disconnected from the load. The energy consumed by the sampling circuitry has been experimentally measured at $37 \mu J$ per sample, and the PV module is disconnected for a total of approximately 500ms (30ms for the sampling operation, and the remainder for the switching converter to regain stability). For both the indoor and outdoor data sets, it was observed that the maximum efficiency lies in the region between 60–300s. A 60s sampling hold period was therefore chosen for our practical demonstration as it allows the system to cope with rapidly-changing light levels without any overall performance penalty. It represents a reasonable balance between tracking accuracy and energy consumption, for both indoor and outdoor applications.

IV. PRACTICAL EVALUATION

The implementation of the PV MPPT circuit (Fig. 3) is shown in Fig. 8 with the notable components listed in Table II. A number of cell chemistries are available, with amorphous silicon and GaAs cells among the most consistent performers. For this purpose, a 55cm² amorphous silicon PV module was used. The module comprises eight cells connected in series, developing a $V_{oc}$ of 4.9V at 200 lux. The components used in this circuit were selected for their low on-resistance for relatively small gate voltages (or, for the few diodes used, their forward voltage drop) to maximize the efficiency of the circuit. The storage element in Fig. 3 (C2) is implemented as a capacitor or supercapacitor in this circuit. Furthermore, the control elements comprise an astable multivibrator (Fig. 10) and sample-and-hold circuit (Fig. 9), along with some associated circuitry to deliver cold-start and isolation when sampling. The double-pole switch in Fig. 3 is realized using FET transistors M5 and J1 (Fig. 8).

The control arrangement, which incorporates the astable multivibrator and the sample-and-hold circuits, provides three outputs to the rest of the circuit. Firstly, the PULSE output acts to initiate a sample of the voltage across the PV module, disconnecting all loads from the PV module’s output. The HELD_SAMPLE output is a fraction of the $V_{oc}$ of the PV module. The equation for HELD_SAMPLE is shown by Eq. (6), where $k_1$ is the fixed ratio between $V_{oc}$ and $V_{mpp}$ (typically between 0.6 and 0.8), and $\eta$ is the proportion by which this is reduced for representation by the circuit (in this case, 0.5). The astable multivibrator circuit (Fig. 10) arrangement includes a micropower comparator and is adapted from the square-wave generator circuit in [23]. The circuit is configured with a large ‘off’ resistor (R10) and large low-leakage capacitor (C4) to efficiently deliver a long period (of around 1 minute) between samples.

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J1</td>
<td>NXP</td>
<td>PMBF310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>NXP</td>
<td>BAT754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1,2,4</td>
<td>International Rectifier</td>
<td>IRLML6401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3,5</td>
<td>International Rectifier</td>
<td>IRLML2502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U1</td>
<td>Torex</td>
<td>XC61FC2712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2,5</td>
<td>ST Microelectronics</td>
<td>TS941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3</td>
<td>Analog Devices</td>
<td>ADG701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U4</td>
<td>National Semiconductor</td>
<td>LPV7215</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HELD_SAMPLE = V_{oc} \cdot k_{1} \cdot \eta \quad (6)

The sample-and-hold sub-circuit, Fig. 9, is enabled through the use of an analog switch (U3), a low-leakage sampling capacitor (C3), and a unity gain buffer at the input and output of the circuit. The notable components for this sub-circuit are listed in Table II. The system relies on two micropower op-amps to realize the input (U2) and output (U4) unity gain buffers. The \texttt{ACTIVE} output is provided by comparator U5, which compares the HELD_SAMPLE output against an arbitrary threshold voltage provided by dividing the supply rail voltage by two. This serves as a check to ensure that the switching converter will not try to start until a valid voltage is held. MOSFET M8 acts to force the \texttt{ACTIVE} terminal down when sampling operations are taking place, which ensures that the switching converter is also disabled at these times. This arrangement effectively delivers a measurement capability that is ultra low-power and checks that its measurement is reasonable before activating the remainder of the circuit.

Additional components are used to facilitate the cold-start of the circuit and to allow measurements of the \( V_{oc} \) to be taken.

The components used in this novel sub-circuit were selected for their low on-resistance for relatively small gate voltages (or, for diodes, their forward voltage drop) to maximize the efficiency of the system. The cold-start of the circuit, Fig. 8, is realized by the direct-coupled charging of capacitor C1 through low-threshold Schottky diode D1 and low-voltage JFET J1 (which is in its ‘on’ state when the system first starts up). Voltage detector U1 monitors the voltage across C1, and once it reaches a threshold, the rest of the control circuit is turned on (powered by the INIT+ line) through MOSFETs M2 and M3. The astable multivibrator and sample-and-hold circuits will then be activated. As soon as a valid value HELD_SAMPLE (in this instance, greater than 50% of the INIT+ voltage) is held by the sample-and-hold circuit, the \texttt{ACTIVE} line will be forced high, which will activate the switching converter via MOSFETs M4 and M5. For clarity, pull-up and pull-down resistors on FETs have been omitted from these figures.

A switching converter has been developed, shown in Fig. 11, which consists of a modified buck-boost converter. During normal operation, this circuit acts to maintain a constant voltage across its input terminals to keep the PV module...
at a voltage indicated by HELD_SAMPLE. The PV module is maintained at this fixed voltage, which is provided by the HELD_SAMPLE line from the sample-and-hold circuit. A tantalum electrolytic capacitor (C5, 10µF in this example) acts as a temporary buffer from the photovoltaic module. A high-impedance voltage divider arrangement divides the supply voltage and feeds it into the inverting input of the comparator. Implementing R13 and R16 as a high-impedance trimmer permits the parameter \( k_1 \) (Eq. 1) of the photovoltaic module to be trimmed. The non-inverting input to the comparator is provided by the HELD_SAMPLE line, with some additional hysteresis circuitry from the comparator output. As the voltage across the PV module gradually rises, the comparator output is driven low, which turns on MOSFET M9. Energy is fed into the output part of the circuit, causing the supply voltage to drop and the comparator output to be driven high. The output part of the circuit is comprised of an inductor (L1), diodes (D4 and D5), and supercapacitor C2. These, together with the MOSFET and its control circuitry, form a modified buck-boost converter. Through this arrangement, the source voltage can be kept isolated from the supercapacitor voltage, meaning that the photovoltaic module can be operated at a constant voltage during each hold phase. This is in contrast to conventional switching converters, which operate to maintain a constant voltage on their output. A slight complication of this circuit is that, as it is based on a buck-boost converter, the input and output stages do not share a common ground (effectively the ground of the input is the \( V_{cc} \) of the output).

V. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

A variety of tests have been carried out: firstly to evaluate the performance of the sample-and-hold circuit, and secondly for the overall performance of the system. The quiescent power consumption of the sample-and-hold circuit has been assessed, and its sampling performance over a range of light levels has been tested. To assess the overall operation of the system, the circuit’s efficiency has been compared against a direct-coupled circuit, which is the current state-of-the-art for indoor PV systems. The cold-start of the complete system is also verified down to 100 lux, which is the lower limit of the circuit’s design specification.

A. Sample-and-Hold Circuit

The sample-and-hold circuit (Fig. 9) and astable multivibrator (Fig. 10) have been tested together, connected to a mains power supply so that the operation could be verified and the current draw could be determined. The current draw of the combination of the astable multivibrator and the sample-and-hold circuit was measured to have a mean of 7.6µA at 3.3V. This compares favorably against the AM-1816 module’s MPP current and voltage of 55µA and 3.6V at 100 lux. This means that, at this light level, approximately 14% of the power obtained from the module is used to power the sample-and-hold circuitry at this low intensity level, demonstrating the ultra-low power consumption of the proposed MPPT circuit.

The accuracy of the MPPT circuit has been assessed by way of a sequence of tests at differing light intensities. As shown in Table III, the circuit was tested at a range of light intensities, with a target \( k_1 \) of 60%, from 5 000 lux down to 100 lux (5 000 lux was the maximum intensity possible under the experimental test set-up, and 100 lux is dim lighting). The circuit was unable to cold-start reliably below 100 lux due to the fact that the \( V_{mpp} \) of the module then becomes too close to the detection voltage of the voltage detector ICs (resulting in repeated power-cycling of the circuit by the cold-start protection circuitry). The table presents the value of the \( V_{oc} \) and of the HELD_SAMPLE line, along with the calculated value of \( k_1 \) (see Eq. 1). It can be observed that all values fall within a range of only 0.9 percentage points, which represents excellent consistency levels across the range of illumination levels. The value of \( k_1 \) is easily trimmable by means of a variable potentiometer.

B. Overall Circuit Operation

The overall efficiency of the proposed circuit (Fig. 8) has also been evaluated. Tests have been carried out at 200, 1 000, and 5 000 lux. The efficiency of the circuit has been compared with the direct-coupled approach [6] to charge a capacitor

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Intensity (lux)} & \text{\( V_{oc} \)} (V) & \text{HELD} (V) & \text{\( k_1 \)} \\
\hline
100 & 4.890 & 1.455 & 59.5 \\
200 & 4.978 & 1.483 & 59.6 \\
300 & 5.096 & 1.513 & 59.4 \\
400 & 5.18 & 1.542 & 59.5 \\
500 & 5.242 & 1.554 & 59.3 \\
600 & 5.292 & 1.566 & 59.2 \\
700 & 5.333 & 1.580 & 59.2 \\
800 & 5.369 & 1.596 & 59.5 \\
900 & 5.41 & 1.609 & 59.5 \\
1 000 & 5.44 & 1.624 & 59.7 \\
2 000 & 5.64 & 1.674 & 59.4 \\
3 000 & 5.75 & 1.691 & 59.8 \\
5 000 & 5.91 & 1.775 & 60.1 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 12. Performance of proposed PV MPPT circuit against conventional direct-coupled circuit, under an illumination of 1 000 lux. Graph shows energy stored on 1mF capacitor on the output used for testing purposes.
constant throughout the charge process. At 1000 lux, the circuit charges the capacitor to 3V in 4.3s, compared against 6.5s for the direct-coupled circuit. This is 34% faster than the direct-coupled arrangement, representing a 34% improvement in efficiency in carrying out this typical operation. At 200 lux, the circuit is 14% faster, and at 5000 lux is 7% faster. The relative charge rates at a range of illumination levels are shown in Fig. 13 and the relative power throughputs at a range of light levels are shown in Fig. 14. Given that, at 1000 lux, the circuit takes 4.3s to charge a 1mF capacitor to 3V, its absolute efficiency can be calculated as approximately 74%, compared against a 50% efficiency for the direct-coupled method [6]. It should be noted that the implementation of the proposed PV MPPT circuit does not require the use of an additional pilot cell or photodetector for its operation, unlike some of the systems described in Sec. II. Performance improvements may be realized through further optimization of the switching converter sub-circuit.

The start-up operation of the circuit has been verified in a range of tests. The cold start performance of the circuit has been tested down to 100 lux (Fig. 15). The diagram shows the capacitor, C1, being charged (directly through a diode) before the circuit starts up and the first pulse output is issued by the astable multivibrator, which results in the first measurement of the \( V_{\text{mpp}} \). This valid measurement of \( V_{\text{mpp}} \) then causes the remainder of the circuit to be activated. The operating voltage of the PV module has also been tested to ensure that it is consistent with the held_sample output at a range of light levels. These tests show that the circuit is able to cold-start down to low light levels and control the operation of the PV module, without the use of a pilot cell, photodetector, or additional battery.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has described a novel sample-and-hold-based PV MPPT circuit allowing MPPT in indoor environments, which has not been reported before. Due to its low quiescent current and start-up arrangement, the circuit is able to cold-start in low light conditions and operate more efficiently than the established direct-coupled method over a wide range of illumination levels. The impact of periodic sampling has been evaluated, and the quiescent current of the sample-and-hold circuit has been measured as 8\( \mu \)A. The circuit has been shown to be up to 21% more efficient than the direct-coupled method, and capable of charging a capacitor to voltages well above that of the PV module. This work advances the state-of-the-art in low-power PV circuits by demonstrating that sampling periodically (with a relatively long time between samples), the efficiency level can be optimized, and a PV MPPT circuit which can cold-start and operate efficiently indoors can delivered. This work is particularly applicable to low-power systems (e.g., wireless sensor nodes) which are mobile [24], hence go in- and outdoors, or located indoors in changeable light conditions. In this situation, the approximate 100\( \mu \)W of power delivered to the supercapacitor (at 100 lux) is sufficient to power, for example, a wireless temperature sensor which could sense and transmit once every few seconds [25], or an EMG monitoring system can operate from 450\( \mu \)W [24].
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